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Testimony to the House Ways and Means Committee 

I am here today to state my support for HB 547, because HB 547 would ensure that 
students with disabilities are not faced with discrimination from inaccessible digital 
technologies and content, while at the same time reducing costs for county Boards of 
Education.  

In the recent past, county Boards of Education in Maryland have frequently procured digital 
technologies and content that are inaccessible for students with disabilities. This has led to 
1) increased costs for the counties as those digital technologies and content must then be 
remediated, 2) students with disabilities having unequal access to digital technologies and 
content until the remediations are made. 

Simply put, it does not make sense to acquire inaccessible technologies and then spend 
extra time and money to make these technologies accessible for students with disabilities, 
when there are suitable, accessible alternatives available. The vendors, not the county 
Boards of Education, should be responsible for ensuring accessible technologies and 
content, not putting the responsibility on the county Boards of Education. I teach university 
courses on how to design technologies to be accessible, and when designed from the start 
with accessibility in mind, there is no additional cost to design technologies in an accessible 
manner. The costs are only incurred when a technology is designed as inaccessible, and 
then must be remediated (1).  

HB 547 is both a cost savings bill, and a civil rights bill. Maryland has laws already in 
place, requiring accessibility for technologies developed or procured by the state 
government(2), and HB 547 would expand the use of those best practices in accessible 
technology procurement, to county Boards of Education. As a professor of information 
studies, I want county Boards of Education to copy the existing best practices used for 
procurement in state and federal government, which can 1) save money and 2) ensure that 
students with disabilities have equal access to technology. The core approaches proposed 
in HB 547 (requiring accessibility details in procurement contracts and requiring 
indemnification by vendors) are best practices for improving accessibility through 
procurement (3). When a county Board of Education acquires digital technology or content 
and later determines that it is inaccessible, it often requires extra expenses to remediate 
the technology, as well as a time delay in access for students with disabilities. But, the 
Board of Education should have never procured the technology in the first place if the 
technology was not accessible. By having formal processes in place, the cost, risk, and 
responsibility are transferred to the vendor, rather than the county Boards of Education. In 
the fiscal note on this bill, it stated that Baltimore City Public Schools “anticipates the need 
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to hire one staff specialist, at an annual cost of approximately $113,000 for salaries and 
benefits, to support vendors with the completion of the required form…” This type of 
misunderstanding by BCPS is exactly the type of mistake that the HB 547 aims to remedy. 
If a vendor is unable to fill out the Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT), a form 
documenting the level of accessibility of a product, then the technology vendor does not 
have even a basic understanding of accessibility and should not be selected for a contract 
under any circumstances. No employee of BCPS (or any other school system) should be 
supporting vendors in filling out a basic form about the accessibility of their products. 

There are many existing resources for accessible procurement.  Because 
procurement is a very effective method for ensuring accessible technology, there are many 
existing resources to help with the process. At the Federal level, the General Services 
Administration provides resources to support the accessibility of technology in procurement 
(4). A partnership of industry and government created the Voluntary Product Accessibility 
Template (VPAT, referred to in HB 547), to help vendors provide clear details about the 
accessibility features of their information technology products (5). The National Association 
of State CIOs (NASCIO) has clear guidance on including IT accessibility in procurement 
processes (6). What HB 547 requires for K-12 schools is already common practice in state 
and federal government technology procurement. 

In their testimony submitted related to the Senate version of HB 547, The Public Schools 
Superintendents’ Association of Maryland (PSSAM) stated that: 

“it might not always be possible and affordable to find vendors who would be 
willing to accept the liability and other mandates required by the bill. Even 
some of the largest education technology suppliers in the country may choose 
to forego the responsibilities set out in the bill by not offering their services to 
Maryland school systems.” 

This is a common claim made, that “vendors won’t accept these terms” however similar 
terms are frequently used in the technology industry. If a technology vendor cannot make 
an accessible product or isn’t willing to take the responsibility for making an accessible 
product, no school system should procure from that vendor. We do not accept procurement 
of faulty products that do not meet the stated requirements, using taxpayer dollars. Why 
would the situation of technology procurement for K-12 schools be any different? If a 
vendor cannot meet the basic requirements of accessibility to meet the needs of students 
with disabilities, then no educational entity in Maryland should procure technology from that 
vendor. 

I enthusiastically support HB 547 because it helps remove barriers for students with 
disabilities, while at the same time reducing costs, by utilizing existing best 
practices in procurement of digital technologies and content.  
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opinions expressed in this testimony are the opinions of Dr. Lazar and do not represent the 
University of Maryland or the University System of Maryland. 

Dr. Lazar can be reached by e-mail at jlazar@umd.edu. 


